
 
 

 
 

CITIZEN’S ADVISORY BOARD 
 

Cherry Island Landfill 
 

October 3, 2016 
 

Notes  
On October 3, 2016, the Citizen’s Advisory Board (CAB) had a tour of the Recommunity 
Recycling Materials Recycling Facility (MRF) located at the Delaware Recycling Center 
(DRC) from 3 pm to approximately 4:30 pm. The October 3, 2016 meeting of the CAB 
convened at 4:34 p.m. at the DRC at 1101 Lambsons Lane, New Castle. 
 
Attendees: 
 
 CAB              DSWA   DNREC 
 
 Vince D’Anna     Mike Parkowski  Brad Richardson 
 James E. Parker, II      Lynsey Baer   Mark Lyon 
 Sandra Smithers            Uriel Mendonça     
           Anthony DeFiore  
           Darius J. Brown (tour only)   
 
 
After discussions, Brad Richardson presented the modified CAB Charter to the CAB for 
signature.  The CAB voted on accepting the new modified charter.  
 
Motion – moved by Mr. D’Anna 
 
 “The Board accepts the modified Charter that is incorporated in the new CIL Permit 
SW-16/07”. 
 
Second – Mr. DeFiore 
 
   Mr. D’Anna  Yes 
   Mr. DeFiore  Yes 
   Ms. Smithers  Yes 
   Mr. Parker, II  Yes 
     Motion Adopted 
 
      (4 Yes, 0 No, 3 Absent) 
 
 
The Charter was signed by four (4) Board Members. 
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Department of Natural Resources and Environmental Control (DNREC) Update 
 
Mr. Richardson reported that during the 3nd quarter of 2016, there were no odor complaints, 
no fires or prohibited waste reported and DSWA issued no citations for yard waste during the 
quarter.   
 
Mr. Richardson reported that DSWA was issued a new permit in August 2016.  The new 
permit decreased the CAB meetings from quarterly to semi-annually.  The permit allows the 
CAB to change the frequency of their meetings by simple vote, but the meeting frequency 
shall not reduce to less than one (1) meeting per year.  
 
New language in the permit allows DSWA to transfer waste from Pinetree Corners Transfer 
Station to the Cherry Island Landfill.  Requirements for DSWA maintaining stormwater 
monitoring systems was removed from the permit.  Additional inspection, recording and 
reporting requirements for offsite dust and track-out controls were added to the permit.  A 
previous section regarding the exposed geomembrane cover was removed from the permit 
since the exposed geomembrane cover was not installed. 
 
DSWA is continuing to work on sedimentation and erosion issues at the landfill.  Repairs to 
the liner system on the east side of the landfill were completed. 
 
A customer unloaded a small amount of unpackaged asbestos at the landfill.  It was observed 
by landfill staff and the incident was reported to DNREC.   The customer was directed to 
reload the material and take it out of the landfill to be properly disposed of at a later date.  
 
DSWA will be installing new landfill gas collection wells a part of their effort to control landfill 
gas.  
 
To conclude, Mr. Richardson reported that according to onsite inspections during the quarter, 
DSWA has controlled odors, litter and dust on site and off as required by permit. 
 
 
CIL Update 
 
Ms. Baer, reported in addition to Mr. Richardson’s update, the Wastewater Treatment Plant 
(WWTP) finally has both engines in and up and running.  We have approximately 2000 scfm 
of landfill gas that we supply to Cummins and they have the option to distribute it however 
they desire.  We have approximately 600 to 800 scfm of gas left that gets flared. 
 
Mr. D’Anna inquired if their sludge processing project is working now?   
Ms. Baer responded that as far as she knows it is working and they have an outlet in 
Philadelphia.   
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Ms. Baer continued that DelDOT is repairing the bridge on Hay Road.  DSWA has two (2) 
pipelines running underneath the bridge to Calpine.  We don’t need use those pipelines now 
or send anything to Calpine currently, but we just want to keep those pipelines in case there 
is a need for them in the future.  That work should be starting in a few months. 
 
DSWA is currently looking at installing some gas wells on site.  We have had some areas 
where we believe there is more gas available to be collected, so we have decided to install 
additional controls.  Ideally we would like to have approximately twenty-five (25) more wells.  
Some would be new and some would be replacement wells.  They would range from 25 ft. –
100 ft. deep. 
 
Mr. Parkowski, reminded the board that this is an election year and even if their elected 
official is replaced, they are still on the CAB unless otherwise notified, so they should still 
attend the meeting until a replacement is/or elected. 
 
In conclusion, Mr. D’Anna asked the Board members to respond to Ms. Mendonca’s notices 
for meeting so that all will have an idea of who’s attending. 
 
 
Next Meeting  
 
The January meeting was postponed per the charter. 
 
The next meeting is scheduled for Monday, 4/3/17 at 5:00 p.m. at the Cherry Island Landfill. 
   
Meeting adjourned at 4:49 p.m. 
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DSWA Cherry Island Landfill Summary for the Citizens Advisory Board 
Prepared by Brad Richardson, DNREC Solid & Hazardous Waste Management Section 

October 3, 2016 
 
 

1. During the 3rd  quarter of 2016 and the preceding three calendar years, DSWA has recorded 
no complaints in their Odor Complaints Log for Cherry Island Landfill (CIL).  The last odor 
complaint was reported in 2013.  
 

2. There were no fires reported at CIL during the 3rd quarter of 2016.  
 

3. No prohibited wastes were reported as received at the landfill during the 3rd quarter of 2016.         
 

4. During the 3rd quarter of 2016, DSWA issued no citations for yard waste at the working face.  
 

5. The permit to operate for CIL was reissued to DSWA on August 23, 2016: Permit SW-
16/07. The process has been lengthy, but due to good faith negotiations between the 
Department and DSWA, has ultimately resulted in a permit which will allow for the landfill 
operations to continue smoothly, as well as protect the environment and health and safety of 
the people of Delaware.     
 
Modifications made to this permit renewal include the following:  

 The Department modified Section I.D.6. of the permit to allow Citizen Advisory 
Board (CAB) sponsors more flexibility with modifying the frequency of the CAB 
meeting schedule; and to reestablish the CAB Charter.  

 The language in previous Section I.D.6.d prohibiting DSWA transferring waste from 
Pine Tree Corners Transfer Station to CIL for disposal was removed from the permit.  

 The requirement for DSWA maintaining automated stormwater monitoring systems 
(previously located in Section II.F.5.) was removed from the permit.  

 Additional inspection, recording and reporting requirements were added to the permit 
in Section II.U (Off-Site Dust and Track out Controls).  

 Previous Section II.V., (Temporary Exposed Geomembrane Cover) was removed 
from the permit since the area where it was designed to be installed, has since been 
buried within the waste mass. 

 
6. During a previous CAB meeting, on April 4, 2016, the board voted and passed the Motion to 

accept the permit language reducing the number of mandated CAB Meetings to 
semiannually. The proposed language also provides that the board may further increase or 
decrease the frequency of the CAB meeting by a quorum of the voting board members 
without having to modify the permit (so long as the frequency shall not be reduced to less 
than one meeting per year). 
 
The Department has taken the liberty to revise the 2016 CAB Charter to reflect the changes 
issued in Section I.D.6 of Permit SW-16/07. It will take a quorum of CAB member to 
formalize the acceptance of the CAB Charter by signature. 
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7. Other on-going issues that DSWA is continuing to address include:   

 Work on sedimentation and erosion issues on the landfill.  
 The repair the liner system on the eastside of the landfill.  
 In July, a small (< 10 gals) leachate release was reported to the Department and 

mitigated properly. 
 In September, a load of asbestos tiles were recognized by landfill staff, reported to the 

Department and removed from the landfill by the customer. 
 Scheduled for later this fall, DSWA will be installing new LFG collection wells as 

part of their ongoing effort to control LFG 
 

8. According to our on-site inspections during the 3rd quarter of 2016, DSWA has controlled 
odors, litter and dust both on site and off in accordance with the conditions of their solid 
waste facility permit.   






